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Abstract

Nowadays, information systems in organizations logged many kinds of events.
These logs can be analyzed with process mining. The goal of process mining
is to extract information from event logs and use it as an insights into the
business process of the organizations. Unfortunately, most process mining tech-
niques only consider process instance in isolation without considering a broader
context. However, a much broader context may influence the analysis of the
organizations.

In this master thesis, we developed an approach to get insights into context-
related information based on event logs. Usually, context-related information is
“hidden” inside event logs. Therefore, we have developed some plugins to derive
context-related information and to visualize the log, such that useful insights
can be easily obtained. All plugins have been implemented in the process mining
framework, ProM.

Our approach has been evaluated through two case studies. The evaluation
outcome confirms that most of the context-related information from event logs
can be analyzed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This master thesis is the result of a graduation project conducted as part of the
Computer Science and Engineering master program at Eindhoven University
of Technology (TU/e). The project was carried out within the Architecture of
Information Systems (AIS) group of the Mathematics and Computer Science
department of TU/e.

In this thesis, we investigate the problem of extracting context-related in-
formation such that a better insight can be acquired from recorded process
executions in the form of event logs. A novel context-related information and
visualization that provides insights into such event data. In Section 1.1 we in-
troduce the context of this thesis. Section 1.2 explains the problem addressed
in this thesis. Section 1.3 shows research objectives and questions. Section 1.4
presents the methodology of this thesis. Finally, Section 1.5 gives the outline of
this thesis.

1.1 Thesis Context

In the information system discipline, the term “context-aware” was introduced
in [9]. Another definition of context is introduced in [3], the author defines
context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of
an entity”. In [10], context is defined as the combination of all implicit and
explicit circumstances that impact the situation of a process. Hence, the context
influences cases in the process.

In the domain of business processes, context awareness is relatively new.
However, there are some works related to context in business processes that has
been done. In [7] the author considers the flexibility of process in regards to
context, and introduces a framework for classifying context. In [6] past events
are used to improve business processes.

Although there are some researches of context awareness have been con-
ducted in the area business processes, only few researches focus on getting the
context-related information from raw event data, such as in [4], the author en-
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riches event logs from external sources with contextual information to make
prediction. Therefore, most raw event data analysis are performed in a tradi-
tional way without considering context.

In this thesis, we limit our scope to derive context-related information from
an event log. To derive context-related information we use context which has
already been defined by previous research [12] and extract context-related in-
formation from raw event data. Then, with the extracted context we try to get
a better insight into given business process.

1.2 Problem Description

Process mining is an approach to analyze process based on recorded executions
in the form of event logs. Most process mining techniques consider process
instances in isolation.

Suppose that there are four instances of a process, illustrated in Figure
1.1. The x-axis shows timestamp values of events, and the y-axis shows in-
stances(cases). The small circles in Figure 1.1 represent occurence of events.

In this case, we can see case id 1 has the worst performance, because it has
the longest execution time compared to the other instances.

Figure 1.1: Example of log analysis

As shown in Figure 1.1, the time required to finish execution of case 1,
i.e., the case throughput time, is the longest among all cases. However, the
root cause of such a long throughput time in case 1 does not necessarily come
from the same case. For example, suppose there is a situation where case id
1 is executed by a number of people, and there is a person who is responsible
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for a particular activity in all instances. Since the person is busy with other
instances, case 1 is neglected for a period time. After that person is not as
busy as before, he can execute his job and case 1 can progress. So, the actual
reason of bottleneck not only because of poor execution in case 1, but there is
a situation when a resource has to do multiple jobs in a certain period of time.

It is difficult to obtain more insights into process execution by only consid-
ering process instances in isolation. Therefore, in this thesis we investigate an
approach to analyze logs using a broader context.

1.3 Research Objectives and Questions

The problem description in Section 1.2 resulted in the following research objec-
tive:

Develop a systematic approach to get insights into context-related informa-
tion based on event logs

The research objective resulted in the following research questions:

1. What are the types of useful context-related information that can be ob-
tained from event log? And how to derive this context-related informa-
tion?

2. How to deal with missing data?

3. How can we visualize context-related information such that useful insights
can be easily obtained?

1.4 Research Methodology

To investigate the research objectives and to answer the research questions, the
following steps are taken:

1. Conduct a literature study on business process performance analysis, and
process mining in general. Identify context that may give insights into
process executions.

2. Define context-related information that is derivable from an event log.

3. Develop a method to deal with incompleteness or erroneous attribute val-
ues in the event log.

4. Develop a visualization to analyze context-related info.

5. Implement the approach in the ProM framework. 1

6. Evaluate the implemented methods using both simulated and real-life
event logs. Analyze insights into processes which are gained from the
visualization.

1http://www.promtools.org/prom6/
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1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 provides concepts used throughout this thesis. In Chapter 3 we
explain on how to deal with unexpected values in a log and how to get context-
related information from event log. How to intuitively present the information
is the main focus of Chapter 4. The implementation of the approach in ProM is
described in Chapter 5. An evaluation of the implemented approach is described
in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and provides recommendations
for future work.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, all concepts used in this thesis are explained. Section 2.1 pro-
vides all formal notations used in this thesis, then Section 2.2 provides infor-
mation about event logs. Section 2.3 presents process mining. XES, a standard
format to record process execution is presented in Section 2.4. Then, the next
two sections, Section 2.6 and Section 2.7, presents log visualization and context
in business process, respectively.

2.1 Formal Notations

To give a better definition of terms used in this thesis, formal notation of the
terms is introduced.

The definition of sets and function is as follows:

Definition 2.1.1
[Sets and Functions] A set is a possibly infinite collection of elements. We
denote a finite set by listing its elements between braces. E.g., a set A with
elements a, b and c is denoted as {a, b, c}. The empty set, i.e. the set with
no elements, is denoted by ∅. Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be a set of size n ∈ IN .
|A| = n denotes the size of set A and P(A) is the powerset of set A, e.g.
P({a, b}) = {∅, {a}, {b}, {a, b}}.

Let A = {a, b, c, d} and B = {a, c, d, e} be non-empty sets. The union of A
and B, denoted A ∪ B is the set containing all elements of either A or B, e.g.
A ∪ B = {a, b, c, d, e}. The intersection if A and B, denoted A ∩ B, is the set
containing elements of both A and B, e.g. A ∩ B = {a, c, d}. The difference
between A and B, denoted A \ B is the set containing all elements of A that
does not exists in B, e.g. A \B = {b}.

Let A and B be non-empty sets. A function f from A to B, denoted f :
A→ B, is a relation from A to B, where every element of A is associated to an
element of B. A partial function g is a relation from A to B, denoted g : A 6→ B,
where some elements of A is associated to elements of B, i.e. g is undefined for
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some elements of A. For all (partial) functions f , Dom(f) and Rng(f) denote
the domain and range of function f respectively. y

The definition of a sequence is as follows:

Definition 2.1.2
[Sequences] Let A be a set. A∗ is the set of all finite sequences over A. A
finite sequence over A of length n is a mapping σ ∈ {1, . . . , n} → A. Such a
sequence is represented by a string, i.e., σ = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 where ai = σ(i) for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. |σ| denotes the length of the sequence, i.e. |σ| = n. y

The definition of multi-sets as follows:

Definition 2.1.3
[Multi-Sets (Bags)] Let A be a set. A multi-set (bag) m over A is a function
m : A→ IN . B(A) denotes the set of all multi-sets over a finite domain A. We
write e.g. m = [a, b2] for a multi-set m over A where a, b ∈ A,m(x) = 1,m(y) =
2, and m(c) = 0 for all c ∈ A \ {a, b}. Furthermore, a set S ⊆ A is a special
case for a bag, i.e. m : S → {1}.

Let m1 : A → IN and m2 : A → IN be two multi-sets. We denote the
union of two multi-sets m3 = m1 ] m2, i.e. m3 : A → IN where for all a ∈
A : m3(a) = m1(a) + m2(a). The difference is denoted m3 = m1 − m2 such
that for all a ∈ A : m3(a) = m1(a) −m2(a). The presence of an element in a
multi-set (a ∈ m1) = (m(a) > 0) and the size of multi-sets |m1| =

∑
a∈Am1(a)

are defined in a straightforward way. y

2.2 Event Log

To derive context-related information, we rely on recorded process execution in
form of an event log. An event log consists of cases, where each case consists of
events, such that each event relates to precisely one case. Within a case, events
are ordered. Events have attributes, for example: event id, timestamp, resource,
etc. But not all attributes may have a value. Table 2.1 shows an example of an
event log. It has multiple case ids : {1,2,...}, and each case id has events with
attributes : {timestamp, activity, resource, and cost}

To give a better definition of a log, a formal notation of a log is discussed in
this part. Definition of an event attribute as follows:

Definition 2.2.1
[Event, attribute] Let E be the event universe, i.e. the set of all possible
event identifiers. Events may have some attributes. Let AE be the universe of
attribute names for events. For any event e ∈ E and name n ∈ AE , #ae(e) is
the value of attribute ae in e. If event e does not have an attribute named n,
then #ae(e) = ⊥ (null value). y

Some of the attributes typically recorded in event logs are listed below:

• #act(e) is the activity associated to event e,

• #time(e) is the timestamp of event e,
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Case id Event id Properties

Timestamp Activity Resource Cost ...
1 35654423 ⊥ Register request Pete 50 ...

35654424 31-12-2010:11.02 Examine thoroughly Sue 400 ...
35654425 05-01-2011:15.12 Check ticket Mike 100 ...
35654426 ⊥ Decide Sara 200 ...
35654427 07-01-2011:12.03 Reject request Pete 200 ...

2 35654483 30-12-2010:11.32 Register request Mike 50 ...
35654485 ⊥ Check ticket ⊥ 100 ...
35654487 30-12-2010:15.03 Examine casually Pete 400 ...
35654488 05-01-2011:15.12 Decide ⊥ 200 ...
35654489 ⊥ Pay Compensation Ellen 200 ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Table 2.1: A Fragment of event log: each row in the table corresponds to an
event

• #resource(e) is the resource associated to event e.

A value of an attribute ae ∈ AE can be either numerical or categorical.

• #ae(e) is numerical if there is a total ordering between all values of the
attribute.

• #ae(e) is categorical if there is no total ordering between all values of the
attribute.

Each event in an event log refers to a single case. For example, based on Table
2.1, the event id 35654423 is mapped to case id 1, and the event id 35654483 is
mapped to the case id 2. The definition of an event log as follows:

Definition 2.2.2
[Event Log] An event log is a tuple L = (E,C, β,�) where E ⊆ E is a set of
events, C is a set of cases, β : E → C is a surjective function mapping events
to cases, and �⊆ E × E is a total ordering between events, e.g. based on their
timestamps. For all (e1, e2) ∈ �, e1 has lower ordering than e2, denoted e1 � e2.

A log consists of a number of arbitrary cases and events. Each case may
have an attribute and for each case there may be an arbitrary number of events
that are ordered sequentially. The definition of a log as follows:
L is the universe of logs. C is the universe of cases. Similar to events, case

may also have attributes. AC is the universe of case attribute names. For all
cases c ∈ C and case attribute names ac ∈ AC,#ac(c) denotes the value of
attribute ac in c. If case c does not have an attribute ac, then #ac(c) = ⊥.

All cases in a log have special mandatory attributes trace. For all cases c ∈ C
of L, #trace(c) = σ ∈ E∗ such that:
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• For all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |σ| : σ(i) 6= σ(j) and σ(i) � σ(j), i.e. occurrence of
events are unique and ordered based on their total ordering,

• For all e ∈ E where β(e) = c, there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ| such that σ(i) = e,
i.e. all events of the case appear in σ.

y

In the example log 2.1, we have cases, events, and attributes. The whole log
can be formalized as follows:

L = {1, 2, ...} is the set of cases shown in Table 2.1.

• #trace(1) = 〈35654423, 35654424, 35654425, 35654426, 35654427〉 is the
trace of Case 1.

• #act(35654423)= register request is the activity associated to event
35654423.

• #time(35654423) = ⊥. There is no timestamp value associated to event
35654423.

• #resource(35654423) = Pete is the resource doing the registration.

• #cost(35654423) = 50 are the costs associated to event 35654423.

• #act(35654424)= examine thoroughly is the activity associated to second
event of Case 1. Etc.

2.3 Process Mining

Process mining is a relatively young research discipline that sits between com-
putational intelligence and data mining on the one hand, and process modeling
and analysis on the other hand. The idea of process mining is to discover,
monitor and improve real processes (i.e., not assumed processes) by extracting
knowledge from event logs readily available in today’s (information) systems.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the role of process mining. Deriving context-related infor-
mation can be seen as a means to enrich event logs. The result of derivation
can be used in further process mining. There are three main types of process
mining : discovery, conformance, and extension [2].

• The first type of process mining is discovery. A discovery technique takes
an event log and produces a model without using any apriori information.
Process discovery is the most prominent process mining technique [2].

• The second type of process mining is conformance. Here, an existing
process model is compared with an event log of the same process. Confor-
mance checking can be used to check if reality, as recorded in the log, con-
forms to the model and vice versa. Note that different types of models can
be considered: conformance checking can be applied to procedural models,
organizational models, declarative process models, business rules/policies,
laws, etc [2].
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Figure 2.1: Process mining

• The third type of process mining is enhancement. Here, the idea is to
extend or improve an existing process model using information about the
actual process recorded in some event log. Whereas conformance check-
ing measures the alignment between model and reality, this third type
of process mining aims at changing or extending the a-priori model. For
instance, by using timestamps in the event log one can extend the model
to show bottlenecks, service levels, throughput times, and frequencies [2].

2.4 XES

XES is an XML-based format for the interchange of event log between tools and
application domains [1]. The primary objective of XES is to provide standard
recorded process executions that can be analyzed using for process mining tech-
niques [1]. In this thesis, derived context-related information is stored as XES
attributes.
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Figure 2.2: Meta model of XES [1]

The basic hierarchy of an XES documents is shown in Figure 2.2. A log
object contains all event element information that is related to one specific
process [1]. Each log has an arbitrary number of trace objects, where each trace
describes the execution of one specific instance, or case, of the logged process [1].
And each event has an arbitrary number of attributes.

There are six types of attributes in the XES Format, namely:

1. String attributes holds the information which is generally untyped and of
arbitrary length.

2. Boolean attributes hold a boolean value which can be either true or false.

3. ID attributes hold id information which is generally a UUID

4. Date attributes hold information about a specific point in time (with mil-
liseconds precision).

5. Int attributes hold a discrete integer number (with 64 bit long precision).

6. Float attributes hold a continuous floating-point number (with 64 bit dou-
ble precision).

In this thesis we consider types String, Boolean, and ID as categorical type.
Date, Int, and Float are considered as numerical types.
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Figure 2.3: MXML format of a process log [13]

2.5 MXML

Another format of event log is MXML. Figure 2.3 visualizes the XML schema
that specifies the process log format. The root element is a WorkflowLog ele-
ment(process log) [13]. The WorkflowLog element contains (in the given order)
an optional Data element, an optional Source element, and a number of Process
elements [13]. A Data element allows for storing arbitrary textual data, and
contains a list of Attribute elements [13]. A Source element can be used to
store information about the information system this log originated from [13].
A Process element refers to a specific process in an information system. Since
most information systems typically control several processes, multiple Process
elements may exist in a log file [13]. A ProcessInstance is an instance of the
process, i.e., a case [13]. An AuditTrailEntry may refer to an activity (Work-
flowModelElement), an eventtype (Eventtype), a timestamp (Timestamp), and
a person that executed the activity (Originator) [13].

In this thesis we consider data element, eventtype, originator, workflowmod-
elelement as categorical types, and timestamp as numerical.

2.6 Log Visualization

There are many ways to represent data. Data can be represented as plain texts,
tables, charts, etc. In case the size of data is big, it will be very difficult to
get insight into the data. Therefore, smart and interactive visualizations are
needed.

In [5], the author argues that basic bar charts only show highly aggregated
data, while finding the valuable information hidden in the data is essential to the
success of business. They present all data values directly, instead of aggregating
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them into a few data values. The attribute of each data item is encoded into
pixel color. Different color mappings are used to represent multiple attributes.

In [11], the author divides visualization into two approaches, the data driven
approach and the process driven approach. The data driven approach focuses
on data elements and shows aggregated views of the data, while process driven
approach concentrates on business process. Both have strong points and weak-
nesses. The data driven approach shows aggregated data, yet is difficult to look
into underlying process to identify and locate the problems (e.g. delays, bottle-
necks). Since the process driven approach concentrates on the business process.
It is possible to get a better insights into process with different abstraction lev-
els, but it requires a well-formed process model. This is not always possible to
overcome the limitations of both approaches, the author proposes to show event
logs in a graphical way.

2.7 Context in Business process

Nowadays more process mining techniques to improve the business process anal-
ysis are introduced. One idea is to put context into account to get a better
understanding of the business process.

In [10] and [8], a notion of flexibility in business process is introduced. The
authors in both paper suggest that by integrating contextual aspects with goal-
oriented business process modeling, the flexibility required to handle changing
environmental circumstances can be modeled. They propose an “onion” model,
it consists of 4 layers of context level, namely: immediate, internal, external,
and environmental.

Immediate context is information which can be captured using traditional
control flow data(i.e., sequence of activities and events/states including required
transition conditions). Internal context has less immediate relationship with the
business process and covers information on the internal environment of an orga-
nization that impacts the process. External context capture elements that are
beyond the control sphere of an organization but still reside within the busi-
ness network it operates. Environmental context resides beyond the business
network in which the organization is embedded but nevertheless poses a con-
tingency effect on the business process [8, 10]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the onion
model.
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Figure 2.4: Onion model [8, 10]

In [12], the author argued that during the extraction of extracting raw event
data for process mining, context should be taken into account. Figure 2.5 shows
4 types of context related to business process executions. Each context type is
illustrated as a layer. The four contexts from inner layer to the outmost layer
are: instance, process, social, and external respectively [12].

Process instances (that is, cases) might have various properties that influence
their execution [12]. Consider the way businesses handle a customer order [12].
The type of customer placing the order can influence the path the instance
follows in the process [12]. These properties can directly relate to the individual
process instance; we refer to them as the instance context [12].

Looking at one instance in isolation isn’t sufficient for understanding the
observed behavior [12]. Process mining techniques should also consider the
process context [12]. When predicting the expected remaining flow time for
a particular case, for example, the analysis tool should consider not only the
order’s status (instance context) but also the workload and resource availability
(process context) [12].

The process context considers all factors directly related to a process and its
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instances [12]. External context captures factors that are part of an ecosystem
that extends beyond organization’s control sphere [12].

Figure 2.5: Putting context mining into context model

The factors closely related to a process instance are easy to identify [12].
However, social and external contexts are difficult to capture in a few variables
that process mining algorithms can use [12].

We use the categories shown in Figure 2.5 to derive context-related informa-
tion obtain from event logs.
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Chapter 3

Deriving Context-related
Information

As explained in Section 2.7, in this thesis we divide context information into
4 categories, namely: instance, process, social, and external context. As men-
tioned in Section 2.2 some attributes may be missing. In Section 3.1, we provide
a heuristic approach to derive missing values for attribute of events. In Section
3.2 we show how to get context-related information from raw event data.

3.1 Fixing Attribute Timestamps

In reality, an event log may contain erroneous values. The cause of it may vary:
there was a typo during data insertion, servers which record events are not
synchronized, etc. A hospital may use paper-based medical record as its main
method to record events. There is a patient in critical condition entering the
emergency room of the hospital. Some medical treatment needs to be performed
to him, then recorded by hand. In such condition, apparently not all information
is recorded properly, the events in medical treatment are recorded, but there is
typo in timestamp value. Then, after the patient has already passed his critical
condition, his medical record is entered into database of information system.
Apparently the typo was made during emergency situation and also entered
into database causing erroneous value in event logs.

The cost of logging, and storage efficiency may lead to missing attribute
values in a log. Suppose there is a new company with a few resources working
on that company, and a simple business process. The company decides that
timestamps for activities are not compulsory. Since not all timestamp values
are recorded, this situation can cause missing timestamps in event log.

The erroneous value and missing values in event logs, may affect the quality
of the insights that can be obtained from event logs. In this section, we propose a
heuristic approach to deal with both issues, missing values and erroneous values.
Under assumption that logged events are ordered according to the attributes.
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We limit the context to numerical attributes, e.g. timestamp. Further on we
use simply timestamp attribute.

3.1.1 Dealing with Missing Timestamps

Suppose we have a trace with a number of events as shown in Figure 3.1. We
use following assumption: events must be ordered based on their timestamp.
To deal with missing values, each event in a trace is checked one by one starting
from the beginning of the trace. Suppose we have an event en with missing
attribute, its predecessors are referred to as back, and its successors are referred
to as forw.

Figure 3.1: Dealing with missing numerical value overview

en’s timestamp value is added by copying timestamp value from another
event which has it. The copying process is based on location of en in the trace.
If en is at the beginning of the trace, the new value will be copied from closest
forw. Suppose en is at the beginning of trace while en+1 has timestamp value,
then timestamp of en+1 is copied to en.

If en is in the middle or at the end of trace, the new value will be copied
from one of back which has value. Suppose en is at the beginning of trace while
en-1 has timestamp value, then timestamp of en-1 is copied to en.

For example, suppose that events of a case are logged as shown in Figure
3.2. As shown in the picture, not all events have timestamps. Assuming that
the evens are properly ordered according to timestamp attributes, we can derive
missing timestamp value of events by following the steps previously explained.
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Figure 3.2: Example of dealing with missing event numerical value - original
timestamp

Figure 3.2 shows in a trace there are 3 missing attributes, namely: e1, e5,
and e9.

Figure 3.3: Example of deriving missing value for events that occur in the
beginning of traces

First, we investigate the first event e1 at the beginning of trace. We find e1

has no timestamp. Since e1 is at the beginning of trace, its timestamp value is
copied from e2, the closest forw from e1. Timestamp of e1 now is 4.
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Figure 3.4: Example of deriving missing value for events that occur in the middle
of traces

Then, the investigation continues to e2, e3, and e4. Since all of them have a
timestamp, there is nothing to be done. Figure 3.4 shows the state where e5 is
being investigated. We find out that e5 has no timestamp. Because it is in the
middle of trace, the value of nearest predecessor is copied to e5. In this case
value of e4 which is 5 is copied to e5.

Figure 3.5: Example of deriving missing value for events that occur at the end
of traces

The investigation continues to e6, e7, and e8. Since all of them have a
timestamp, there is nothing to be done. Figure 3.5 shows the state where e9 is
being investigated. Since e9 is the last event in the trace and it does not have
timestamp, the value will be taken from the closest predecessor which has value,
in this case value of e8 .
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Figure 3.6: Example of dealing with missing event numerical value - final result

After all events have a timestamp the repair process stops. The final result
is shown in Figure 3.6.

3.1.2 Dealing with Erroneous Timestamps

Suppose we have a trace with a number of events as shown in Figure 3.7. Again
we assume that: events must be ordered based on timestamps. To deal with
erroneous values, each event in trace is checked one by one starting from the
beginning of the trace. Suppose we have an event with a missing attribute in a
trace called en, and its successor events to compare are referred to as window.

Figure 3.7: Dealing with erroneous event numerical value overview

en’s timestamp value is updated by comparing timestamp value from window
and en-1. At en it is assumed that e(n-1) is already correct since it has been
investigated, if en is at the beginning of trace, en-1 is 0.

If en-1 timestamp value has bigger value than en, then en is replaced with
value of en-1.

If en timestamp value has bigger value than en-1, then timestamp value of
en is compared to the values in the set window. If the number of events in
window whose timestamps are less than the number of #time(en) is higher than
the number of events whose timestamps are higher than the number of events in
window whose timestamps are greater than or equal to the number of #time(en),
then update en timestamp value with the minimum timestamp in window.

If the number of events in window whose timestamps are less than the num-
ber of #time(en) is lower or equal to the number of events whose timestamps
are higher than the number of events in window whose timestamps are greater
than or equal to the number of #time(en), then the value is not changed.
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To give a better understanding how to deal with erroneous values. Figure
3.8 until Figure 3.11 illustrates how to deal with erroneous attributes. For
simplicity, timestamps shows as integers

Figure 3.8: Example of dealing with erroneous event numerical value - original
timestamp

In this example we use a window size of 4. Figure 3.8 shows that there
are 9 events, it is easy to see that there are erroneous timestamp values e.g.
Timestamp of e2 is lower than e3. However, deciding which attributes are
erroneous is not trivial. The investigation begins at e1 . Since e1is at the
beginning of trace, en-1 = 0. We have to compare the e1with the timestamps in
the window, composed of: e2, e3, e4, and e5. Since the timestamps of e2, e3, e4,
and e5 are bigger than e1, there is nothing to be done. We can continue this
process to e2. Apparently, in e2 there is no problem.

Figure 3.9: Example of dealing with erroneous event numerical value for events
which has smaller value than its predecessor

Figure 3.9 shows the situation where e3 is being investigated. We find out
e3’s value is smaller than its predecessor. Then, according to the algorithm, the
value of its predecessor is used to repair the value of e2. Then, the investigation
continues for e4, and e5, there is nothing to be done in these events.
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Figure 3.10: Example of dealing with erroneous event numerical value for events
which has bigger value than its predecessor

Figure 3.10 shows the situation where e6 is being investigated, then all of
the successors are collected, namely, e7, e8, and e9. Then, it counts how many
successor have timestamp value bigger than e6 and how many successor have
timestamp value smaller than e6. There are no successors that have a bigger
timestamp value, number of successor with a smaller timestamp value is 3. Since
all of its successors has smaller timestamp value, e6 is replaced with the smallest
value of window, which is 5.

Figure 3.11: Example of dealing with erroneous event numerical value - final
result

The process continues, but the timestamps of e7 , e8 , and e9 do not need to
be repaired. Figure 3.11 shows the final result.

3.1.3 Algorithm to Fix Timestamps

Previously, we have seen how to deal with missing values and erroneous values.
Our approach combines both. Suppose there is a trace illustrated as Figure 3.12.
Fix timestamps begins checking from the beginning of the trace whether there
is erroneous value, one by one numerical value of every event is investigated by
comparing its timestamp with window and previous timestamp. After this step
is over, another investigation begins again from the beginning of the trace. At
this time it fills missing timestamp of an event. If the event at the beginning
of trace, new timestamp value will be copied from its successor forward, if the
event in the middle or at the end of the trace new timestamp will be copied from
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Figure 3.12: Fix numerical attribute value in general

its predecessor back. Suppose every events in a trace does not have timestamp
value, the same default value is added to those events.

3.2 Deriving Context

Given an event log, we propose two ways to enrich the log with context, namely:
deriving internal context, and deriving external context. The former only uses
information available in event log, while the latter uses information from both
the event log and additional information from some external source. Subsection
3.2.1 describes the first method, and the other method is discussed in Subsection
3.2.2. Using these two ways, all 4 contexts categories can be derived.

3.2.1 Deriving Internal Context

First we show how to get context-related information from given log without
any additional information from some external source. Suppose we have a log
as illustrated as in Figure 3.13, as we can see there are 14 events inside a log.
To derive internal context we copy the log and process the copy of given log
using 4 steps:

1. Filter

In this step unwanted events are removed from the log. In this case e12,
e13, and e14 are removed.

2. Partition

After all unwanted events are removed, the remaining events are parti-
tioned. All events belong to some partition, and an event can only be a
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part of one partition. Figure 3.13 shows there are 3 partitions, namely
red, yellow, and purple.

3. Selection

For each event, we select a set of events within the same partition, accord-
ing to some criteria. As an example, Figure 3.13 shows e9, e10, and e11 are
selected. And we choose event e10 as our focus event. A focus event is an
event which will be enriched at post-process step. Eventually all events in
the log will be a focus event, but there is only one focus event at a time.

4. Post-process

Selected events and focus events can be further processed as follows:

• The number of attribute value: returns number of attribute value in
selected events to the focus event.

• The minimum attribute value: returns minimum attribute value in
selected events to the focus event.

• The maximum attribute value: returns maximum attribute value in
selected events to the focus event.

• The average value: returns average attribute value in selected events
to the focus event.

Post-process treats selected events as a set or a multiset. When the se-
lected event is treated as a set, the duplicate attribute value will be dis-
regarded, if in multiset the duplicate attribute value will be kept.

Figure 3.14 shows the steps for deriving internal context.
To give a better insight how to derive internal context. We formalize the

different concepts.
A sublog is part of log. In Figure 3.13 we can see after the log is filtered

out there are 11 events inside the log. All 11 events belongs to its respective
partition, an event belong either to the blue partition, or the yellow partition,
or the green partition. The definition of sublog as follows:

Definition 3.2.1
[Sublog] Let L = (E,C, β,�) be a log. L′ = (E′, C ′, β′,�′) is a sublog of L,
denoted with L′ ⊆ L, if the following holds:

• E′ ⊆ E, i.e. events of L′ are subset of L,

• C ′ = {β(e) | e ∈ E′}, i.e. the cases in L′ are a subset of the cases in L

• β′ : E′ → C ′ is a mapping function such that for all e ∈ E′, β′(e) = β(e).

• �′= {(e1, e2) ∈ E′ × E′ | (e1, e2) ∈ �}, i.e. the total ordering between
events is preserved

y
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Figure 3.13: A general framework to derive context-based information in event
log

Partition

Partition will create partition of events in log based on its attribute value. Each
event in the log will only belong to one sublog. Figure 3.13 shows all events
are mapped to its respective partition. And each event in a partition does not
belong to another partition. Each event has only one partition. The definition
of partitioning as follows:

Definition 3.2.2
[Partitioning] Let P be a set of partitions. A partitioning to P is a mapping
prt : L × P → L such that for all logs (E,C, β,�) ∈ L, the following holds:

• prt(L, p) ⊆ L, i.e. logs are mapped to sublogs,

• for all events e ∈ E, there exists p ∈ P such that prt(L, p) = (E′, C ′, β′,�′)
and e ∈ E′, i.e. all events belong to some sublog,

• for all partitions p1, p2 ∈ P , prt(L, p1) = (E1, C1, β1,�1), prt(L, p2) =
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Figure 3.14: Steps for deriving internal context

(E2, C2, β2,�2) : E1 ∩E2 6= ∅ =⇒ p1 = p2, i.e. an event can only belong
to one sublog,

For all events e ∈ E, prtL,P (e) denotes the sublog of L with partition that

contains e according to function prt , i.e. prt (E,C,β,�),P (e) = (E′, C ′, β′,�′) such

that e ∈ E′ and there exists p ∈ P where prt((E,C, β,�), p) = (E′, C ′, β′ �′).
y

Selection

Selects set of events within the same partition. No events from other partition
are selected. The definition of selection as follows:

Definition 3.2.3
[Selection] A selection sel : E×L 6→ L is a partial function that returns sublogs
based on events and logs, such that for all event logs (E,C, β,�) ∈ L, e ∈ E :
sel(e, (E,C, β,�)) ⊆ (E,C, β,�). y

Post-process

Returns a value to focus event from selected events. The definition of post-
process as follows.

Definition 3.2.4
[Post-process] Let ae ∈ AE be an attribute name and let AV be the set of all
possible values of attribute ae. A post-processing function pstae : L → AV for
attribute ae maps logs to attribute values. y

Definition 3.2.5
[Deriving Internal Context] Let L = (E,C, β,�) be an event log. Let P be
a set of partitions, and let prt : L×P → L be a partitioning function to P . Let
sel : E ×L 6→ L be a selection function. Let ae ∈ AE be an attribute name. Let
AV be the set of all possible values of attribute ae, and let pstae : L → AV be
a post-processing function for ae.

For all events e ∈ E, the value of attribute ae, derived from partitioning prt ,
selection sel , and post-processing pstae is

#ae(e) = pstae(sel(e, prtL,P (e)))

y
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Example

Our first example shows how process context can be derived. Suppose we have
an event log with 8 events, each event has an activity attribute and a resource
attribute. We would like to know how many unique activities are executed by
the same resource in running case. The steps as follows:

Definition 3.2.6
[Partitioning - originator values] Partitioning function prtresource : L×P →
L divides logs according to originators of events such that for all logs (E,C,
β,�) ∈ L, originator r ∈ {#resource(e) |e ∈ E}, prtresource((E,C, β,�), r) =
(E′, C ′, β′,�′) where

• E′ = {e ∈ E | #resource(e)}, i.e. the sub log contains all events with
resource r,

• C ′ = {β(e) | e ∈ E′}, i.e. all cases of events in E,

• β′ : E′ → C ′ is a mapping function such that for all e ∈ E′, β′(e) = β(e).

• �′= {(e1, e2) ∈ E′ × E′ | (e1, e2) ∈ �}, i.e. the total ordering between
events is preserved

y

Definition 3.2.7
[Selection - active cases] Selection function selact case : E × L 6→ L returns
a log contains of all events in all active cases when an event occur, such that
for all logs (E,C, β,�) ∈ L, e ∈ E : selact case(e, (E,C, β,�)) = (E′, C ′, β′,�′)
where

• E′ = {e′ ∈ E | #time(#trace(β(e′))(1)) ≤ #time(e) ≤
#time(#trace(β(e′))(|#trace(β(e′))|))}

• C ′ = {β(e′) | e′ ∈ E′}, i.e. all cases of events in E,

• β′ : E′ → C ′ is a mapping function such that for all e ∈ E′, β′(e) = β(e).

• �′= {(e1, e2) ∈ E′ × E′ | (e1, e2) ∈ �}, i.e. the total ordering between
events is preserved

y

Definition 3.2.8
[Post-process - count unique activities] Post-process function pstcnt act :
L → IN returns the number of unique activities from all events in a log, such
that for all (E,C, β,�) ∈ L, pstcnt act((E,C, β,�)) = |{#act(e) | e ∈ E}|. y

Figure 3.15 illustrates partitioning - originator values, selection - active cases,
post-process - count unique activities. In this example we focus derive internal
context on event e6. In the partition step all events are partitioned according
to their originator value, we can see in example there are 3 partitions, namely:
Charlie, Alpha, and Echo. At selection, when e6 is executed there are 2 cases
still running, namely: 1 and 3. From this point, we get e6 and e2 fulfilling
previous step. At post-process we process these 2 events. Since activity of both
events are Alpha, the final value returned for e6 is 1.
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Figure 3.15: Derive internal context - how many unique activities are executed
by same originator in running case

Our second example shows how instance context can be derived using derive
internal context. Suppose we have an event log with 8 events, each event has an
activity attribute and a resource attribute. We would like to know how many
unique resource work on each case. The steps as follows:

Definition 3.2.9
[Partitioning - case id] Partitioning function prtcase id : L × P → L divides
logs according to trace such that for all logs (E,C, β,�) ∈ L, case c ∈ C,
prtcase id((E,C, β,�), c) = (E′, C ′, β′,�′) where

• E′ = {e ∈ E | β(e) = c}, i.e. the sub log contains all events belong to case
c,

• C ′ = {β(e) | e ∈ E′}, i.e. all cases of events in E,

• β′ : E′ → C ′ is a mapping function such that for all e ∈ E′, β′(e) = β(e).

• �′= {(e1, e2) ∈ E′ × E′ | (e1, e2) ∈ �}, i.e. the total ordering between
events is preserved

y
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The selection step is the same to selection in Definition 3.2.7

Definition 3.2.10
[Post-process - count unique resource] Post-process function pstcnt resource :
L → IN returns the number of unique resource from all events in a log, such that
for all (E,C, β,�) ∈ L, pstcnt resource((E,C, β,�)) = |{#resource(e) | e ∈ E}|.

y

Figure 3.16: Derive internal context - how many unique resource in each case

Figure 3.16 illustrates partitioning - case id, selection - active cases, post-
process - count unique resource. In this example we focus on deriving the
internal context on event e6. At partition step all events are partitioned acording
to their case, we can see in example there are 3 partitions, namely: Case id 1,
Case id 2, and Case id 3. At selection, when e6 is executed there is one case
still running respect to partition, namely: 3. From this point, we get e6 , e7,
and e8 fulfilling previous step. At post-process we process these 2 events. Since
both events has Alpha as originator value, the final value returns to e6is 1.

Third example shows how instance context can be derived using derive in-
ternal context. Suppose we have an event log with 8 events, each event has an
activity attribute and a resource attribute. We would like to know how many
resource interact with other resources in 9 hours. The steps as follows:

The partition step is the same as partition step in Definition 3.2.9.
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Definition 3.2.11
[Selection - events in certain period time] Selection function selact case :
E × L 6→ L returns a log contains of all events in 0 ≤ when an event occur
≤ 9 hour, such that for all logs (E,C, β,�) ∈ L, e ∈ E : selevt9hours(e, (E,C,
β,�)) = (E′, C ′, β′,�′) where

• E′ = {e′ ∈ E | #time(e) ≤ #time(e′) ≤
#time(e) + 9 hours}

• C ′ = {β(e′) | e′ ∈ E′}, i.e. all cases of events in E,

• β′ : E′ → C ′ is a mapping function such that for all e ∈ E′, β′(e) = β(e).

• �′= {(e1, e2) ∈ E′ × E′ | (e1, e2) ∈ �}, i.e. the total ordering between
events is preserved

y

Then, post-process step is the same as post-process in Definition 3.2.10.

Figure 3.17: Derive internal context - how many resources interact with other
resources in 9 hours

Figure 3.17 illustrates partitioning - case id, selection - events in certain
period time, post-process - count unique resource. In this example we focus
derive internal context on event e6. At partition step all events are partitioned
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cording to their case id , we can see in example there are 3 partitions, namely:
Case id 1, Case id 2, and Case id 3. At selection step, in time when e6is executed
until 9 hours after e6 , there are 2 events fulfill criteria: e6, and e7 fulfilling
previous step. At post-process we process these 2 events. Since both events has
Alpha and Charlie as originator value, the final value returns to e6 is 2.

The fourth example shows how process context can be derived using derive
internal context. Suppose we have an event log with 8 events, each event has an
activity attribute and a resource attribute. We would like to know how many
unique resource in 1 hour after event is executed. The steps as follows:

The selection step is the similar to selection step in Definition 3.2.9, only
the maximum time is 1 hour.

The post-process step is the same as post processing step in Definition 3.2.10.

Figure 3.18: Derive internal context - how many unique resource in 1 hour after
event is executed

Figure 3.18 illustrates selection - events in certain period time, post-process
- count unique activities. In this example we focus derive internal context on
event e6. At the selection step, in time when e6 is executed until 1 hour after
e6, there are 2 events fulfill criteria: e6 and e2 fulfilling previous step. At post-
process we process these 2 events. Since both events has Alpha as originator
value, the final value returns to e6 is 1.
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3.2.2 Deriving External Context

Some context can be extracted from a log without adding information from
external sources, but to get external context some information need to be added
to the log. For example, weather at the time event is executed, and stock
exchange at certain moment. In this subsection we discuss how to derive external
context.

Figure 3.19: Deriving external context overview

Figure 3.19 illustrates we derive external context. Suppose event in event log
en with some its attribute such as: Att1, Att2,... Attn. Derive external context
is applied to given log, and copy all en of given log. Then, a new attribute is
added to all event in copy of given log en copy. en copy has attribute as follows:
Att1, Att2,... Attn, and newAtt.

Definition 3.2.12
[Deriving external context] Let L = (E,C, β,�) ∈ L be an event log. Let
ae be an attribute ∈ AE and let AV be the set of all possible values of attribute
ae. An external context ext(ae,L) : E × L 9 AV is a partial function that
returns value of ae of event in L, such that for all e ∈ E, ext(ae,L)(e) ∈ AV

y

To derive external information we need to map events onto new attributes.
Mapping has two elements:

• Key: attribute value used as identifier.

• Value: added to event as new attribute value.

We distinguish two types of inserting external context based on key, namely
categorical and numerical type. To explain the difference some examples are
given in the remainder:

Categorical Example

Suppose we would like to add external context in a log as follows:
In every event of the log there is a categorical type attribute called Resource.

From Table 3.1 we make mapping Alpha to A, Charlie to O, and Echo to AB
respectively. Figure 3.20 shows log before it is enriched by deriving external
context.
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Key(Resource) Value(Blood type)

Alpha A
Charlie O
Echo AB

Table 3.1: Mapping resource and blood type

Figure 3.20: Deriving external context - mapping resource and blood type (be-
fore)

Figure 3.21 shows copy of the given log with its attributes. The attributes
from original log are colored with black, and new added attribute values are
colored with red.
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Key(Number:server) Value

0-1 Low
2-2 Medium
3-... High

Table 3.2: Mapping Number:server and Status

Figure 3.21: Deriving external context - mapping resource and blood type (after)

Numerical Example

Suppose we would like to add external context the following: In every event of
the log there is a categorical attribute type called Resource. Table 3.1 shows
mapping of event as follows: Alpha to A, Charlie to O, and Echo to AB respec-
tively. Figure 3.20 shows log before enriched by derive external context

In every event of the log there is a numerical attribute type called Num-
ber:server. Different from categorical, key in numerical is range of attribute
value. Table 3.2 shows mapping of event as follows: range 0-1 to Low, range
2-2 to Medium, and range 3-.. as High.
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Figure 3.22: Deriving external context - mapping number:server and status
(before)

After the external context is looked up, a new log is created with old attribute
value(black color). The added new attribute values(red color) are shown in
Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.23: Deriving external context - mapping number:server and status
(after)
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Chapter 4

Context Analyzer

In Chapter 3, we explained how context-related information can be derived
either by derivation or from some external source. This chapter focuses on a
novel log visualization. Section 4.1 provides overview of context analyzer. Then,
Section 4.2 presents how to visualize context-related information in special cases.

4.1 Visualization

The context analyzer consists of 3 parts, namely: inner rectangle, cell and axis,
as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Main parts of the context analyzer

Cell is the most important notion for the context analyzer. Attributes in
given log are presented inside the cells. Within the cell there is rectangle called
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inner rectangle. Axis is used to map the context-related information into the
cell.

Figure 4.2: Event log mapped into context analyzer

Figure 4.2 illustrates how an event log can be visualized using the context
analyzer. The left side shows an event log, and on the right the actual visualiza-
tion is shown. We can see from the left side of Figure 4.2 that there are 8 events.
Each event has attributes and values. Activity attribute belongs to categorical
type, it has four possible values, namely: A, B, C, and D. Number:server is a
numerical attribute. In this log, the range value of this attribute is between
1 and 3. The events are displayed as follows: x-axis displays number:server
attribute, while y-axis displays concept:name attribute.

A numerical attribute is displayed differently than a categorical attribute.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the x-axis maps numerical type, while y-axis maps cate-
gorical type.

In numerical type, the range of the axis is given by the minimum value and
the maximum value from the given log. Figure 4.2 shows the minimum value of
number:server is 1 and the maximum value is 3. Suppose within those values
we would like to divide into 4 parts. Using Equation 4.1 we determine interval
for each column to be 0.5. Figure 4.3 shows the effect of using 3 parts. Using
the same equation we get the interval value is 0.667.

Interval =
(maximum−minimum)

number
(4.1)
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where number = number of column or number of row.
For categorical types, the axis cannot be divided based on a minimum and

maximum value. By default, the axis displays the number of columns or rows
according to the number of possible attribute values. In Figure 4.2 we can see
that each category has its own row. In this example the y-axis does not need
to display than these four possible values.

Figure 4.3: Event log mapped into context analyzer - 2

The size of a single cell in the context analyzer depends on pixel size manually
set by user. While the inner rectangle size depends on the number of events
inside the cell. The bigger the size, the more events correspond to the cell.
Figure 4.3 shows a mapping from event log to the actual visualization of context
analyzer, on the left side shows an event log, and on the right side shows the
visualization of context analyzer. Concept:name is a categorical type, while
number:server is a numerical type. In context analyzer the red inner rectangle
represents activity A, it has four events, namely: e1, e2, e5, and e6 . The purple
rectangle represents activity B, it has 2 events, namely e3, and e7. The dark blue
rectangle represents activity C, it has an event. While the light blue rectangle
represents activity D, it has an event also. Since the red rectangle has the most
number of events, the size of the rectangle is the biggest. The purple rectangle
has 2 events, the size of it is less than the red rectangle which has 4 events, but
bigger than the dark blue rectangle and the light blue rectangle, which both
have only one event in their cell.

The cell color depends on properties of the event inside it. If there is no
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Figure 4.4: Scaling of numerical attribute values of inner rectangles in context
analyzer

event inside a cell, the whole cell is colored black. If there is at least a single
event belonging to that particular cell, the cell will be colored white.

The coloring of inner rectangle is different from coloring of the cell. It
depends on which attribute type that needs to be shown: it can be either
categorical or numerical any attribute can be selected for visualization. The
detailed explanation is as follows:

1. Numerical Color

Numerical attribute color can be divided into 5 levels of brightness as
illustrated in Figure 4.4. The lighter the blue, the lower the value. It also
holds for the opposite, the darker the blue, the higher the value.

Numerical attribute has 6 modes showing numerical attribute values inside
the inner rectangle, namely:

• Number of events

Presents the number of event inside cell.

• Maximum

Presents the maximum attribute value of an event inside cell.

• Minimum

Presents the minimum attribute value of an event inside cell

• Sum

Presents the sum attribute value of all events inside cell.

• Average

Presents average value of all events inside cell.

• Standard deviation

Presents standard deviation value of all events inside cell.

Figure 4.5 illustrates how an event log can be visualized into context an-
alyzer. The setting for context analyzer as follows: x-axis shows num-
ber:server attribute(numerical attribute), y-axis shows concept:name at-
tribute(categorical attribute), and coloring type based on number:server
and set as maximum value. We can see which cells have a higher num-
ber:server value because the color is darker than cells has lesser num-
ber:server value. In the first column, all of them have value 1, while on
the second column there is a cell which has number:server value between
2.4 and 3.
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If an attribute only have one value, inner rectangle color will be colored
dark blue.

Figure 4.5: Coloring of the inner rectangle is based on maximum number of
servers

2. Categorical Color

Figure 4.6 the visualization of an event log. The x-axis in the context an-
alyzer shows the value of number:server(numerical attribute), while y-axis
shows the value of case id of events(categorical attribute). The coloring
is based on the activity attribute(categorical attribute). In this log, the
activity attribute has 4 possible values, namely: A, B, C, and D. Each
event is displayed depending on its position according to the x axis and y
axis.

There are 3 events in Case 1, namely: e1, e2, and e3. All events belong
to the first row. Since number:server value of e1and e2 is 1, both e1 and
e2 belong to the first column. Because number:server value of e3 is 2, e3

belongs to the second column.

In Case 2, there are two events, namely: e4 and e5. Both events belong
to the second row. Since number:server value of e4 is 2, e5 is 1, e5 and e4

belong to first and second column, respectively.

In Case 3, there are three events, namely: e6, e7, and e8 , all events
belong to third row. Since number:server value of e6 is 1, it belongs to
first column, while the number:server value of both e7 and e8 is 2, they
belong to the second column. There is a cross sign on the second column,
because not all events on that particular cell have the same activity value.
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The activity of e7 is B and the activity of e8 is C.

Figure 4.6: When the inner rectangle is colored based on a categorical attribute.
The coloring is based on an attribute value that appears most/least often. If
not all events in a cell have the same value, a cross is shown.

If an inner rectangle is clicked using the mouse, a pie chart is shown. The idea
of a pie chart is to provide a better insights into context-related information to
the user. Pie chart shows detail of events inside the inner rectangle.

1. Numerical Pie Chart

In numerical pie chart, the color of pie chart depends on the selected
mode(e.g. number of event, maximum, minimum, etc). Each pie chart
shows information about how many events belong to the cell and how
many percent of each event with particular attribute inside the cell.

When the right bottom cell in Figure 4.5 is clicked using the mouse, pie
chart as in Figure 4.5 pops up. In this example the color of pie chart, dark
blue, represents the maximum number:server of that particular cell which
is 3.
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Figure 4.7: Numerical pie chart

2. Categorical

In categorical pie chart, the color of pie chart depends on the given value
by context analyzer. Each pie chart shows information how many events
have a particular value: (both in absolute terms and as a percentage)

Suppose the second column, first row cell in Figure 4.6 is clicked using the
mouse: a pie chart will be shown as in Figure 4.8. The color represents
the attribute value inside the cell. The slice of pie chart depends on the
proportion of attribute value inside cell. In this example there are 2 events
with two different Activity values, B, and C. Since both has the same
number of events inside the cell, the pie chart is sliced into two halves.
One half belongs to B, and the other half belongs to C.

Figure 4.8: Categorical pie chart

4.2 Visualization in Extreme Cases

In reality, log contains different types information. Some logs may contain a
high number of instances, and events, while others might have a high diversity
number of categorical attributes with thousand of values.
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Suppose a log has one million cases(categorical attribute), and every case
is shown in a single row. Therefore, there is one million rows of cases. To get
insights into context-related information from given log, the user has to pay
attention for each row.

Suppose in a given log there are many events belongs to a single cell, while
there are only a few events belongs to other cells. Since the size of the inner
rectangle depends on the number of events, context analyzer visualizes the cell
with many events as a full size inner rectangle, and other cell as a dot.

These situations make analysis of context-related information more difficult.

4.2.1 Presenting a Big Number of Column/Row of Cate-
gorical Attribute

Grouping is an additional feature of context analyzer. The idea of grouping is
to have a better flexibility in showing number of row/column.

Figure 4.9 shows context analyzer mapping events from event log to the
context analyzer. The x-axis shows activity, the y-axis shows instance, and the
coloring of inner rectangle based on activity attribute.

Suppose a group has a maximum of 2 activity values, the resulting group:
Group 0 : A, B, and Group 1 : C, D. Figure 4.9 illustrates how grouping works.
In case 1, we have two values, A, and B. These two values are merged into one
group, we can see in context analyzer there two values become one big purple
rectangle with a cross sign.

In case 2, no values are merged together. In case 3, events which has activity
value of A, and B are merged together into one cell, since there are events with
two different attribute values, a cross sign is drawn. Events which has activity
C or D are merged one cell, since no events have different attribute values, no
cross sign is drawn.

From Figure 4.9 we can alsoi see the size of inner rectangle depends on the
number of events.

4.2.2 Dealing Big Gap Number of Events between Cells

To deal with big gap number of events between cells, context analyzer has two
ways: using a logarithmic function, or by using quartiles.

• Logarithm

This feature is straight-forward, it changes value of number of events
within a cell based on logarithm value. The following function is used:

NewV alue = logx(OldV alue) (4.2)

where x is the log base

• Quartile
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Figure 4.9: Grouping in context analyzer

Figure 4.10 illustrates the data range may differ from minimum to maxi-
mum. Data range is divided into 3 quartiles, namely first quartile, second
quartile, and third quartile. The idea of this feature is to get a number
of events belong to second quartile. The number of event of each cell is
listed, then those values are sorted in ascending order. Value below min-
imum threshold is replaced with minimum threshold, while value above
maximum threshold will be replaced with maximum threshold. How it
works is described in more detail in Algorithm 4.1.

Figure 4.10: Range data
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Algorithm 4.1 Quartile Algorithm
For each number of event in every cell

IF(value > maxThreshold)

SET value to maxThreshold

ENDIF

IF(value < minThreshold)

SET value to minThreshold

ENDIF

ENDFOR
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Chapter 5

Implementation

In this chapter we describes the implementation of the approaches of Chapter
3 and Chapter 4. Section 5.1 provides an overview of implementation. Section
5.2 describes the implementation for fixing missing timestamp and erroneous
timestamp. We presents a software to derive context in Section 5.3. The imple-
mentation of the context analyzer is presented in Section 5.4.

5.1 Overview

Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the implementation for deriving and visual-
izing context-related information. At the top of the Figure 5.1 there is a log,
the log can be directly visualized using the context analyzer. Other options are
fixing the timestamp of the log, or enriching it with more context, or both fixing
its timestamp and enrich it with more context before it is finally visualized using
context analyzer.

The basic idea to fix the timestamp of log and to derive context from given
log, with or without external source was presented in Chapter 3, and how to
visualize context-related information was presented in Chapter 4.

For their implementation have developed 4 different plug-ins, namely: fix
timestamp, derive internal context, derive external context, and context ana-
lyzer. Fix timestamp deals with how to fix the timestamp value of log. Derive
internal context deals with deriving context-related information from given log.
Derive external context deals with deriving context-related information from
external source, and context analyzer deals with visualizing a log.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of deriving context-related information

Fix timestamp is shown in Figure 5.1 and both derive internal context and
derive external context plugin are shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Fix timestamp plugin

Figure 5.3: Derive internal context and derive external context plugin
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5.2 Fix Timestamp Plugin

The fix timestamp plugin deals with missing, and erroneous numerical times-
tamp values in the given log. The input of the fixing timestamp plugin is a log,
and output of fixing timestamp is a log which does not have missing attribute
value or erroneous value.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the main window of fixing timestamp with its 3 inputs.
The first input is to decide number of look ahead windows (see Section 3.1 for
more detail). The second input is to give new log a name and the last input is
dedicated to insert a new value of timestamp if there is no timestamp value in
a trace.

Figure 5.4: Fixing timestamp

Figure 5.5 shows a part of the given log before its timestamp value is fixed,
and after it has been fixed.

Figure 5.5: Log with missing timestamp is fixed using fix timestamp

5.3 Deriving Context Plugin

Deriving context is divided into two different plugins, namely deriving internal
context, and deriving external context. These are described in the remainder.
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5.3.1 Derive Internal Context Plugin

Deriving internal context deals with deriving context-related information from
log. Deriving internal context configuration panel has 5 tabs, namely: filter,
partitioning, selection, post-processing, and attribute name.

Filter

Filter tab sets parameters for filtering out events not used for further processing.
To know how filter works in detail see Subsection 3.2.1. Figure 5.6 illustrates
components of the filter tab. In the middle of the tab there is an event attribute
option which lists all attribute in a given log. Since concept:name is a categorical
attribute type, list of attribute values will list the value of attribute selected in
the option. User can select which values to be filtered out, and add it by
clicking “Add filter” button. Suppose that another attribute is selected, then
event which has either one of the value will be filtered out from given log. If
numerical attribute is selected, user can enter range attribute value of event will
be filtered out.

Figure 5.6: Derive internal context - filter

Partition

Partition can be used to put event or trace at the same partition. To know
how partition works in detail see Subsection 3.2.1. Figure 5.7 shows the setting
of partition tab of 3.17. Suppose concept:name(categorical type attribute) is
selected in attribute the option, the list shows all value from the selected cat-
egorical attribute of the combo box. Figure 5.7 illustrates there are 3 possible
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values from attribute concept:name(trace attribute) which can be partitioned,
namely: first trace, second trace, and third trace.

Figure 5.7: Derive internal context - partition

Selection

Selection selects events belonging to its respective partition. To know how
selection works in detail see Subsection 3.2.1. The selection range is only valid
for numerical attributes(e.g. timestamp). Figure 5.8 illustrates the setting
selection tab of Figure 3.17. To determine the range of timestamp parameters
for each event. Timestamp has got a wide timescale range for which multiple
units are used, namely: second, minute, hour, day, week, month, and year. All
events within range period of a particular event will be calculated together. In
this case we select minimum is 0 hours, and maximum 9 hours.
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Figure 5.8: Derive internal context - selection

Post-process

In order to process events inside a partition the post-process is needed. To know
how the post-process works in detail see Subsection 3.2.1. Figure 5.9 shows the
settings of the post-process of Figure 3.17. In this example we would like to get
number of unique resource. The setting works as follows: an event attribute is
selected, and count is selected in processing option.
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Figure 5.9: Derive internal context - post processing

Attribute Name

Figure 5.10 illustrates the attribute name tab. We can see there are two text
fields, the first text field is to give the name of a new attribute derived from this
plugin, while the second text field is to give the name of a log derived from this
plugin.
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Figure 5.10: Derive internal context - rename

5.3.2 Deriving External Context

Some context-related information cannot be extracted from internal source(i.e.
log). To overcome this problem deriving external context is proposed. Figure
5.11 illustrates user interface of deriving external context with its component.

Figure 5.11: Derive external context
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This plugin copies the entire given log, and add new attribute to the copy
of given log. The new attribute type does not depends on value from the given
rule, but from selected option of this plugin.

5.4 Context Analyzer

Context analyzer visualization is the main plugin of implementation for deriving
context-related information approach. It has two main parts, namely: main
window, and setting. Main window is the place where events from the given
log are projected into. While the setting window controls how context-related
information is projected into main window. Figure 5.12 illustrates the results
from Figure 4.2.

Figure 5.12: Context analyzer window

Axis

The axis tab focus on the the setting appearance of the the main window in
general, such as: what attributes are mapped in both x, and y axis, and how
big the column and the row is. Figure 5.13 illustrates the axis setting displayed
in Figure 5.12. Attribute number:server is displayed in x-axis, and attribute
concept:name (acitivty) is displayed in y-axis, row and column is set with its
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respective value. The interesting part is the difference between x-axis and y-
axis. Since the x-axis is in numerical attribute, the user can put an arbitrary
number of column, while y-axis is in categorical attribute, user cannot change
in column/row from the axis tab setting.

Figure 5.13: Context analyzer axis

Cell

Cell tab focus on the setting appearance of the rectangle inside a cell, such
as: the coloring of the inner rectangle based on what category, the scaling of
the inner rectangle size with respect to other inner rectangle, and detail in-
formation about the cell(i.e.: color legend). Figure 5.14 illustrates the setting
for projecting the event log shown in Figure 5.12. This setting represents col-
oring inner rectangle based on the selected attribute of the combo box: con-
cept:name(categorical attribute). Below the combo box there is a setting for
size of inner rectangle(how it works in detail see Section 4.1).

From the legend panel, we can see there are 4 possible attribute values in
concept:name attribute, each value is presented with its respective color. Above
the legend panel there is a combo box, the user can select which color is shown
in inner rectangle, either the most frequent attribute value, or the least frequent
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attribute value. Suppose there are two or more of them, the first one to appear
in log will be visualized.

Figure 5.14: Context analyzer cell

The coloring of categorical attribute type can also be changed into different
perspective by changing coloring option combo box. In Figure 5.14 the setting
is to show attribute value. While in Figure 5.15 shows the number of unique
attributes in a cell(i.e. all cells have only one category value, either A, B, C, or
D).
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Figure 5.15: Context analyzer cell - 2

Figure 5.16 illustrates if the setting for coloring is changed into attribute
number:server (numerical type) and color option based on number of event.
The color of cell depends on number of event inside a cell. The darker the blue,
the more events within that cell.
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Figure 5.16: Context analyzer numerical

Grouping

The purpose of grouping is to present categorical type in general overview with-
out considering the detail of each attribute value. Suppose we would like to
visualize event as in Figure 4.9. To get same result as 4.9, the setting will be
illustrated in Figure 5.17. Each group can only have maximum two members,
no group is allowed to have more member than its threshold.
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Figure 5.17: Grouping setting

The result of grouping is illustrated in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18: Grouping result
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Pie chart

The idea of to view pie chart is to present an event within a cell in more detail,
such as: how many events belong to that particular cell, and which attribute
value is depicted within that cell. Suppose a red inner rectangle illustrated
in Figure 5.14 is clicked, the result is shown in Figure 5.19. The red color
represents attribute belonging to that cell, which is concept:name with value A,
if the mouse is hovered on the circle we can see there are 4 events belonging to
that particular cell.

Figure 5.19: Pie chart categorical
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

To prove usefulness of proposed approach, we applied our approach to a real life
event log taken from a Dutch municipality and compare our result with Dotted
Chart, a tool to shows overall process events at a glance. Section 6.1 presents
a case study based on the “Bouw” log. Section 6.2 presents a case study based
on the “Afschriften” log. Section 6.3 presents performance evaluation of the
context analyzer.

6.1 Case Study of “Bouw” Log

In this section we applied our approach to a real life event log. For the process
of handling construction permits. Construction permits is a permit required for
new constructions, or changing on to pre-existing structures(e.g. adding garage,
or adding swimming pool).

The “Bouw” log has 109 cases, and 2803 events. Each trace has one attribute,
and each event have 4 attributes. The detail of the attributes as follows:

6.1.1 Interaction Between Resources in An Instance

Using Context Analyzer

We would like to investigate the interaction between resources in an instance
(instance context). In order to get insights into given log, we process the given
log in two steps: first we enrich given log with derive internal context, and
then we visualize it using the context analyzer. The settings for derive internal
context plugins and context analyzer plugins as follows:

Attribute XES format Attribute type Description

concept:name String Categorical Instance id

Figure 6.1: Trace attribute in “Bouw” log
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Attribute XES format Attribute type Description

concept:name String Categorical Name of activity

lifecycle:transition String Categorical Represents a transactional model of their generating activity

org:resource String Categorical Resource who executes activity

time:timestamp Date Numerical Timestamp of activity

Table 6.1: Event attributes in “Bouw” log

Set partition to trace id as illustrated in Figure 6.2. Every event in same
trace id is treated as one partition.

Figure 6.2: Interaction between resources in an instance - partition

Figure 6.3: Interaction between resources in an instance - selection

Figure 6.3 shows active case is selected, all events within active case is se-
lected.
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Figure 6.5: Interaction between resources in an instance - name

Figure 6.4: Interaction between resources in an instance - post process

Figure 6.4 shows attribute org:resource and get unique value are selected,
number of unique originator in selected events is returned to each particular
event in given log.

Figure 6.5 shows new attribute name in log is internal:unique originator.
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Figure 6.6: Interaction between resources in an instance - context analyzer
setting

On the left side of Figure 6.6 shows setting for row and column of context an-
alyzer. The x-axis shows event attribute internal:unique originator(numerical),
the y-axis shows trace attribute concept:name(categorical). Number of column
is 4, while number of row is 109.

On the right side of Figure 6.6 shows coloring for inner rectangle is based on
activity, and coloring option based on frequency of an activity inside an inner
rectangle, the color of the highest frequency activity in a cell is displayed.
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Figure 6.7: Interaction between resources in an instance - context analyzer result

After the given log is enriched by derive internal context, each event inside
given log is added with a new attribute, namely internal:unique originator, a
numerical type. It gives context-related information of number unique originator
in a case.

Figure 6.7 illustrates given log which has been enriched by derive internal
context. Each row represents a case(categorical type), and each column repre-
sents number of unique resource in a case(numerical type). Categorical type is
sorted alphabetically, while numerical type is sorted from smallest to biggest
value attribute in given log.

From Figure 6.7 we can see each row has one colored-cell, means each case
has only one value of unique originator in a case. Some cases have an inner
rectangle filling its cell, and some only filling a part of its cell. Inner rectangle
size corresponds to the number of event in a cell relative to number of event
in all cells in the log. The bigger size of an inner rectangle, the higher number
of an event inside it. We can see most of cases have inner rectangle displayed
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in second and third column, means most cases are executed between 2 to 3
different resources, only few of them are executed by 4 different resources.

Another interesting finding from Figure 6.7, there are some cases has inner
rectangle in first column, means that particular cell is executed by only one
resource. Yet, the number of event executed is high. A case with many events
yet a person who execute it always the same person is not common in business
process. Suppose there is a resource would buy a product from company he
works at, so he fills form himself, confirm product delivery himself, and confirm
payment already accepted by company himself. This situation may lead to fraud
transaction.

Using Dotted Chart

We would like to investigate the interaction between resources in an instance(instance
context). The x-axis shows timestamp, and the y-axis shows instance, the col-
oring is based on resource.

Figure 6.8: Interaction between resources in an instance - dotted chart setting

Figure 6.8 shows the setting in dotted chart, x axis shows timestamp, y axis
shows instance, and the coloring is based on resource.
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Figure 6.9: Interaction between resources in an instance - dotted chart result

Figure 6.9 shows a part of dotted chart visualization. Each row represents
an instance, and each column represents a month. We can see from the figure
that some rows have dots with the same color, this means in those instances
there is only one resource executing all the events. Some rows have dots with
different color, this means in those instances there is more than one resource
executing events.

The highlighted area shows there are multiple dots with different colors,
some dots are merged together into a bigger dot. It is difficult to see which dot
belongs to which row and how many dots actually belong to a particular row.

6.1.2 Influence of Season on Resource Work Rate

Using Context Analyzer

We would like to investigate influence of season on resource work rate(external
context). To investigate external context in the given log we use derive external
context, then resulting log is projected to context analyzer.

The setting in derive external context and context analyzer as follows:
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Figure 6.10: Influence of season on resource work rate - setting

Figure 6.10 shows attribute level is set to event, since we would like to add
new attribute based on their event timestamp.

Figure 6.11: Rule of external context

To map events to their new attribute, we use rule of mapping as in Figure
6.11. On the first line of the rule, timestamp before 2009-03-20T01:00:00+02:00
and until that time added with Winter attribute value. On the second line,
timestamp from 2009-03-20T01:00:00+02:00 until 2009-06-21T01:00:00+02:00
added with Spring attribute value. Etc.
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Figure 6.12: Influence of season on resource work rate - context analyzer setting

On the left side of Figure 6.12 shows setting for row and column of con-
text analyzer. X-axis shows ext:season(categorical type), y-axis shows event
attribute org:resource(categorical). Number of column is 4, while number of
row is 6.

On the right side of Figure 6.12 shows coloring for inner rectangle is based on
event activity(categorical type), and coloring option based on frequency of ac-
tivity inside inner rectangle, the most frequent activity value, its color displayed
in cell.
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Figure 6.13: Influence of season on resource work rate - context analyzer result

Figure 6.13 shows visualization in context analyzer. There are multiple cells
with their color. The color represents the most frequent activity value in that
particular cell. While each row represents events done by certain user, and each
column represents events done in certain season. Both resource and season are
sorted alphabetically. We can also see cells with inner rectangle, the bigger the
rectangle, the more events belong to that particular cell. Cross in a cell shows
there are more than one activity value inside that particular cell.

From Figure 6.13 we can see that User01, User 03, and User05 execute
most events. One interesting finding is most events are executed during spring,
and summer. In other seasons such as in autumn, and winter, the number of
events executed is less than in spring, and summer. Maybe the customer of this
organization does not like to make transaction during particular season because
the weather is cold.

Another interesting finding is number of events executed in seasons of each
user is different from season to season. From the size of inner rectangle we
can see User01 executes events mostly in Spring, then in summer, autumn, and
winter respectively. User02 executes events mostly in summer, then spring,
autumn, and winter respectively. User03 executes events mostly in Summer,
then in Spring. While in autumn, and winter the size of inner rectangle does
not have big difference. Etc.

The pattern of number events executed by each user is different one to
another. User01 execute most events in Spring, while others in Summer. User04,
User05, and User06 execute more events in Autumn than in Spring, while others
is the opposite. The number of events executed by User02, User03, User04, and
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User05 in winter season is almost the same, while User01 is the most active user
in winter, and User06 is the least active user in Winter.

Using Dotted Chart

We would like to investigate the interaction between resources in an instance(instance
context). The x-axis shows timestamp, and the y-axis shows instance, the col-
oring is based on activity.

Figure 6.14: Influence of season on resource work rate- dotted chart setting

Figure 6.14 shows the setting in dotted chart, x axis shows timestamp, y
axis shows originator, and the coloring is based on activity.
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Figure 6.15: Influence of season on resource work rate - dotted chart result

Figure 6.15 shows visualization of the dotted chart. Each row represents an
originator, each colum represents a month. We can see there are many dots in
User01, User 02, User03, User04, and User05. To investigate which user is the
most active in a certain season, we have to estimate the number of dot in a
certain period of time. Some dots from different seasons are merged together,
and we do not know the number of dots for each season. Therefore, to investigate
the influence of season on resource work rate using dotted chart is difficult.

6.2 Case Study of “Afschriften” Log

In this section we applied our approach to real life event log.
“Afschriften” log has 374 cases, and 1343 events. Each trace has one at-

tribute, and each event have 4 attributes. The detail of attribute as follows:

Attribute MXML format Attribute type Description

concept:name String Categorical Instance id

description String Categorical Description of instance id

Table 6.2: Trace attributes in “Afschriften” log
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Attribute MXML format Attribute type Description

batch Data Categorical (n/a)

concept:name WorkflowModelElement Categorical Name of activity

error Data Categorical Error status

form Data Categorical Form number

id Data Categorical Trace id

lifecycle:transition Event type Categorical Lifecycle

name Data Categorical (n/a)

new queue Data Categorical Next activity will be done by system

o resource Data Categorical Resource who executes activity

org:resource Originator Categorical Resource who executes activity

priority Data Categorical Priority of instance

queue Data Categorical Name of activity

rule num Data Categorical Rule executed in activity

server Data Categorical Server which record event log

time:timestamp Timestamp Numerical Timestamp of activity

time stamp Data Categorical Timestamp of activity

type Data Categorical (n/a)

workset Data Categorical Name of activity

Table 6.3: Event attributes in “Afschriften” log

6.2.1 Interaction Between Resources Within 9 Hours

Using Context Analyzer

We would like to investigate interaction between resources within 9 hours(instance
context). In order to get insights into given log, we process the given log in two
steps: enriched given log with derive internal context, and visualize it with
context analyzer.

The setting as follows: Set partition to trace id as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
Every event in same trace id is treated as one partition.
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Figure 6.16: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - partition

Figure 6.17: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - selection

Figure 6.17 shows range period of selection is between 0 and 9 hours. Means
select all events in same partition from 0 hour until 9 hours of a focus event.

Figure 6.18: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - post process
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Figure 6.18 shows setting for counting number of unique resource.

Figure 6.19: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - name

Figure shows new attribute name in log is internal:unique resource.

Figure 6.20: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - context analyzer
setting

On the left side of Figure 6.20, shows setting for row and column of context
analyzer. The x-axis shows event attribute internal:unique resource(numerical),
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the y-axis shows trace attribute concept:name(categorical). Number of column
is 3, while number of row is 374. On the right side of Figure 6.20, shows coloring
for inner rectangle is based on activity, and coloring option based on frequency of
an activity inside an inner rectangle, the color of the highest frequency activity
in a cell is displayed.

After given log is enriched by derive internal context, each event inside given
log is added with a new attribute, namely internal:unique resource, a numerical
type. It gives context-related information of number unique originator in a case
from 0 hour until 9 hours of focus event.

Figure 6.21 illustrates part of given log which has been enriched by derive in-
ternal context. Each row represents a case(categorical type), while each column
represents internal:unique resource (numerical type). Categorical type is sorted
alphabetically, while numerical type is sorted from smallest to the biggest value
in given log. From this setting we can say that:

If a case has a value in first column means that particular case has an event,
in 9 hours after that particular event is executed there is one resource may
execute another event at the same case.

If a case has a value in second column means that particular case has an
event, in 9 hours after that particular event is executed there are two resources
execute another event at the same case.

If a case has a value in third column means that particular case has an
event, in 9 hours after that particular event is executed there are three resources
execute another event at the same case.

From figure 6.21 we can see each row mostly has inner rectangle at first and
second column, while only some of them has inner rectangle at the third column.

Most of cases has value in first column, and second column, and some of
them has value in third column. Also, we can see from the number of events
from the size of inner rectangle, most events are belongs to first and second
column. These means in a day (approximately 9 hours) most cases are only
handled by one or two resources.
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Figure 6.21: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - context analyzer
result

Using Dotted Chart

We would like to investigate the interaction between resources within 9 hours(instance
context). The x-axis shows timestamp, and the y-axis shows instance, the col-
oring is based on resource.
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Figure 6.23: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - dotted chart result

Figure 6.22: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - dotted chart setting

Figure 6.22 shows the setting in dotted chart, x axis shows timestamp, y
axis shows instance, and the coloring is based on activity.

Figure 6.23 shows visualization of the dotted chart. Each row represents an
instance, each column represents a month, and coloring is based on activity. We
can see there are many dots in the visualization. To investigate the interaction
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between resources within 9 hours, we need to zoom in until each column is small
enough to see details. Yet, if the zooming is too detail, seeing the overview
cannot be done. Comparing values of events from other instances is difficult.

Figure 6.24: Interaction between resources within 9 hours - dotted chart zoom
result

Figure 6.24 shows the zoom in result, there is a single dot in the visualization.

6.2.2 Influence of Priority Type to Resource Allocation

Using Context Analyzer

We would like to investigate influence of priority attribute to resource allo-
cation(process context). Different from previous cases, in this case we only
visualize given log without any post-processing. We examine direct relation of
attributes to process execution in given log using the context analyzer.

The setting as follows:
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Figure 6.25: Influence of priority type to resource allocation- context analyzer
setting

On the left side of Figure 6.25 shows setting for row and column of context
analyzer. The x-axis shows resource(categorical type), y-axis shows event at-
tribute priority(categorical). Number of column is 21, while number of row is
2.

On the right side of Figure 6.25 shows coloring for inner rectangle is based
on event activity, and coloring option based on frequency of an activity inside an
inner rectangle, the color of the highest frequency activity in a cell is displayed.

Figure 6.26 shows visualization in context analyzer. There are multiple cells
with their color. The color represents the most frequent activity value in that
particular cell. While each row represents events done in certain priority, and
each column represents events done by certain resource. Both priority and
resource are sorted alphabetically. We can also see cells with inner rectangle,
the bigger the rectangle, the more events belong to that particular cell. Cross
in a cell shows there are more than one activity value inside that particular cell.

In Figure 6.26 we can see first row belongs to events with priority 0 and
second row belongs to events with priority 1. While, columns corresponds to
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Figure 6.26: Influence of priority type to resource allocation- context analyzer
result

resource in given log.
Some resources only belong to some priority, for example: csheij, ijansens,

and ivdhurk belongs to events executed in priority 0, while ifoort, mjannssen,
nozdemir, and sysadmR1 belongs to events executed in priority 1.

Another interesting finding is mbaeschn execute the most number of events
in given log, since it has the only inner rectangle filling cell, while the others
only part of their cell. That particular is drawn without cross, means there is
only a single attribute value of activity inside it, which is Domain:heus1.

Using Dotted Chart

It is impossible to investigate the influence of priority type to resource allocation
using dotted chart, because dotted chart can only visualize limited attribute, the
x axis shows timestamp, and the y axis shows either activity, instance, resource,
or event.

6.2.3 Influence of Priority To Activity

Using Context Analyzer

We would like to investigate the influence of priority to activity(process context).
We examine direct relation between priority and activity in given log using the
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Figure 6.27: Influence of priority to activity - context analyzer setting

context analyzer. The setting of context analyzer can be seen in Figure 6.27.
On the left side of Figure 6.27 shows setting for row and column of context

analyzer. X-axis shows priority of event (categorical type) where only priority
exists in an instance, y-axis shows concept:name event/activity of event (cate-
gorical type). Number of column is 2, while number of row is 12.

On the right side of Figure 6.27 shows coloring for inner rectangle is based
on activity, and coloring option based on frequency of activity inside inner rect-
angle, the most frequent activity value, its color displayed in cell.

Figure 6.28 shows visualization in context analyzer. There are multiple
cells with their color. The color represents the most frequent activity value in
that particular cell. While each row represents activity in given log, and each
column represents events done in certain priority. Both activity and priority are
sorted alphabetically. We can also see cells with inner rectangle, the bigger the
rectangle, the more events belong to that particular cell.

From Figure 6.28 we can see that Domain:heus1 is the most executed event
in 0, while AG08 GBA afnemer and AG02 Voorbereiden are two most executed
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Figure 6.28: Influence of priority to activity - context analyzer result

events in 1. One finding considered interesting is not all events are executed
in both priorities. ONTMANTEL is executed only in 1, while Domain:heus1,
AR04 Onderzoek, AG04 GBA betrokkene are executed exclusively in priority
0.

Another interesting finding is the number of events has AG02 Voorbereiden,
and AG08 GBA afnemer value in priority 1 higher than in priority 0. This
also happens in AR01 Wacht Archief, and AR03 Arc dossiers, but only slightly
different in number of events. At the opposite, events with AG14 Controle is
executed more in priority 0, than in priority 1.

Using Dotted Chart

It is impossible to investigate Influence of priority to activity using dotted chart,
because dotted chart can only visualize limited attribute, the x axis shows times-
tamp, and the y axis shows either activity, instance, resource, or event.

6.2.4 The Relation Between Workload and Number of Re-
sources

Using Context Analyzer

We would like to investigate the relation between workload and number of re-
sources(process context). In order to get insights into given log, we process
the given log in two steps: enriched given log with derive internal context, and
visualize it with context analyzer.
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Figure 6.29: The relation between workload and number of resources - selection

Figure 6.30: The relation between workload and number of resources - process

Figure 6.29 shows setting in selection tab of derive internal context. Active
case is selected, and range period is set 2 hours before until 2 hours after par-
ticular event is executed. Means all events within those range in active case are
selected.

Figure 6.30 shows setting in post-process tab of derive internal context.
Number of unique resource which fulfills selection setting is returned to each
event.

Figure 6.31 shows setting in attribute name tab of derive internal context.
Unique originator is new attribute name for each event.
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Figure 6.31: The relation between workload and number of resources - name

Figure 6.32: The relation between workload and number of resources - context
analyzer setting

On the left side of Figure 6.32 shows setting for row and column of context
analyzer. X-axis shows timestamp (numerical), y-axis shows trace attribute
concept:name/instance (categorical). Number of column is 20, while number of
row is altered using group setting tab as shown on the right side of Figure 6.33,
each group has maximum 20 trace instances.

In the middle of Figure 6.32 shows coloring for inner rectangle. The coloring
attribute is internal:unique resource(numerical). Based on this setting, color of
each cell represents average value of internal:unique resource in it.

Figure 6.33 shows visualization in context analyzer. There are multiple cells
with their color. Each row represents instance, and each column represents
period of timestamp . Group of instances is sorted alphabetically, timestamp
is sorted ascending. Cells with inner rectangle, the bigger the rectangle, the
more events belong to that particular cell. On the other hand, there are cells
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Figure 6.33: The relation between workload and number of resources - context
analyzer result

without inner rectangle, means there is no single event inside them. Some
cells have different blue color, the darker the blue, the higher average value of
internal:unique resource.

From Figure 6.33 in general we can see that most cell has blue color on the
right side of visualization, this means most of events are executed in later range
period of time. We can see there are many inner rectangle filling the cell on the
last three column, this means the busiest time are within the last three columns.

By comparing the last three column we found interesting finding. Suppose
third column from the right is column A, and second column from the right is
column B. The number of event in A can be considered higher, compare to B.
But B has darker color compare to A. This may tell us, in A maybe resources
works more efficient, than in B. Or, there are many cases happened in a short
period in B, but if the case not handled quickly, it leads to bottleneck. To
prevent bottleneck organizations decides to add more resources.

Using Dotted Chart

We would like to investigate the relation between workload and number of re-
sources(process context).. The x-axis shows timestamp, and the y-axis shows
instance, the coloring is based on resource.
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Figure 6.34: Investigate the relation between workload and number of resources
- dotted chart setting

Figure 6.34 shows the setting in dotted chart, x axis shows timestamp, y
axis shows instance, and the coloring is based on activity.

Figure 6.35: Investigate the relation between workload and number of resources-
dotted chart result

Figure 6.35 shows visualization of the dotted chart. Each row represents an
instance, each colum represents a month, the coloring based on resource. We
can see there are many colorful dots in the figure. To investigate the relation
between workload and number of resources we have to count how many different
colors in a active case with a certain period of time. Supose we would like to
investigate events inside the yellow rectangle. We have to guess how many
other events in active cases, and compare the result to other events in the log.
Therefore, it is difficult to investigate relation between workload and number of
resources.
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6.2.5 Relation Between Active Case and Number of Re-
sources

Using Context Analyzer

We would like to investigate relation between active case and number of re-
sources(process context). In order to get insights into given log, we process
the given log in two steps: enriched given log with derive internal context, and
visualize it with context analyzer.

Figure 6.36: Relation between active case and number of resources - selection

Figure 6.36 shows setting in selection tab of derive internal context. Active
case is selected, this means all events in active case are selected.

Figure 6.37: Relation between active case and number of resources - process

Figure 6.37 shows setting in post-process tab of derive internal context.
Number of unique instance/case which fulfills selection setting is returned to
each event.

Figure 6.38: Relation between active case and number of resources - name
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Figure 6.38 shows setting in attribute name tab of derive internal context.
#running case is new attribute name for each event.

Figure 6.39: Relation between active case and number of resources - context
analyzer setting

On the left side of Figure 6.39 shows setting for row and column of context
analyzer. X-axis shows timestamp (numerical), y-axis shows trace attribute
concept:name/instance (categorical). Number of column is 20, while number of
row is altered using group setting tab as shown on the right side of Figure 6.39,
each group has maximum 400 trace instances.

In the middle of Figure 6.39 shows coloring for inner rectangle. The coloring
attribute is internal:#running case(numerical). Based on this setting, color of
each cell represents average value of internal:running case in it.
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Figure 6.40: Relation between active case and number of resources - context
analyzer result

Figure 6.40 shows visualization in context analyzer. There are multiple cells
with their color. Row represents a group of instance/concept:name, and each
column represents period of timestamp . Timestamp is sorted ascending. Cells
with inner rectangle, the bigger the rectangle, the more events belong to that
particular cell. On the other hand, there are cells without inner rectangle, means
there is no single event inside them. Some cells have different blue color, the
darker the blue, the higher average value of internal:#running case.

From Figure 6.40 in general we can see that inner rectangle on the last
column is the biggest, this means the highest number of event is executed at
that point. Whereas the fourth, and fifth column from the right has smaller
inner rectangle, a smaller number of event inside. Yet, the color is darker,
events executed on fourth and fifth column from the right has a bigger number
of active case. This tells us, in that period of time events are executed in a
period of time when municipality is in busy time. The busy time also happens
for the third column from the right, although its color is not as dark as fourth,
and fifth column from the right.

Using Dotted Chart

To investigate relation between active case and number of resources(process con-
text). The x-axis shows timestamp, and the y-axis shows instance, the coloring
is based on resource.
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Figure 6.41: Relation between active case and number of resources - dotted
chart setting

Figure 6.41 shows the setting in dotted chart, x axis shows timestamp, y
axis shows instance, and the coloring is based on event.

Figure 6.42: Relation between active case and number of resources - dotted
chart result

Figure 6.42 shows visualization of the dotted chart. Each row represents an
instance, each column represents a month, the coloring based on resource. We
can see there are many colorful dots in the figure. To investigate between active
case and number of resources we have investigate for every event how many
different originator in active cases. This can be done by counting number of
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traces which is active during particular event is executed. Since counting one
by one for every events in a log takes time. Therefore, it is difficult to investigate
the relation between active case and number of resources.

6.3 Performance Analysis

In order to prove that our performance analysis approach is robust enough to
be used in real cases, we also compare the performance of context analyzer with
dotted chart plugin. The evaluation is performed using various real life event
logs. A description of each event log is given in Table 6.4.

Event Log Number of Events

Afschriften 1343
Bouw 2803

BPI Challenge 262200
Wabo1 22130
Wabo2 16039
Wabo3 24442
Wabo5 18549

Table 6.4: Number of events of testing event logs

To test the performance, we used Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.8 GHz processor and
4 GB memory.

Performance Based on Number of Events

For each event log we record the time both context analyzer and dotted chart
plugin to visualize the log. Both of them is given the same parameter. The x-axis
of both plugin shows timestamp, and the y axis shows instance. The default
number of column in context analyzer is 7. The result of their performance
evaluation is given in Table 6.5.

Event Log Dotted Chart (in second) Context Analyzer (in second)

Afschriften 1.15 0.4
Bouw 1.06 0.44

BPI Challenge 58.65 1.2
Wabo1 2.0667 0.6
Wabo2 1.5667 0.4667
Wabo3 2.1667 0.6333
Wabo5 1.9333 0.5

Table 6.5: Performance based on number of events
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Table 6.6 compares performance of the context analyzer and the dotted
chart. In general, context analyzer has better performance than dotted chart,
probably because the dotted chart has to plot each event into the visualization,
while the context analyzer does not have to plot each event, only shows the
aggregation of a number of events.

Figure 6.43: Performance degradation with increasing number of events

Figure 6.43 shows the time to visualize an event log. We can see the time
dotted chart needed to visualize increases exponentially. While the time needed
by context analyzer to visualize is linear.

Performance Based on Number of Rows or Columns

Our second experiment investigates performance of context analyzer based on
the number of rows or columns. We use “BPI challenge” as test log. First,
we define the default value for number of columns is 100, then we change the
number of rows as illustrated in Table 6.6. Similar to the previous step, in the
second step we define the default value for number of rows is 100.

Number of rows Time(second)

100 0.5633
1000 2.3767
10000 4.8433
15000 8.6433
20000 Out of memory

Table 6.6: Performance based on number of rows
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Number of columns Time(second)

100 0.57
1000 2.1033
10000 4.47
15000 8.86
20000 Out of memory

Table 6.7: Performance based on number of columns

Figure 6.44 illustrates the result from Table 6.6 and 6.7. We can see that
both results are really similar, and both are linear. From both tables we can
also see when the number of columns/rows is 20.000, the context analyzer is out
of memory due to the number of rows/columns.

Figure 6.44: Performance degradation with increasing number of rows/columns
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and
Recommendations

In this master thesis, we analyzed problems encountered when trying to use
context-related information available in event logs. The first problem that is
tackled in this master thesis is the problem of identifying the types of useful
context-related information that can be obtained from event log and how to
obtain them. We showed that most context-related information, such as instance
context and social context can be derived by filtering, partitioning, selecting,
and aggregating information within given log. While external context can be
derived by adding additional information to the given log. In Chapter 3, we
proposed derive internal context, and derive external context as an example
of such approach. We also presented some examples of useful context-related
information which derived using this approach.

The next issue we tackled in this thesis is how to deal with missing data
in deriving context-related information. A heuristic approach is needed to deal
with missing value in log. In Chapter 3, we provided a concrete algorithm to
reair missing or incorrect timestamps. We also presented this approach can be
used for dealing erroneous value in given log.

The last problem we tackled in this thesis is how to visualize context-related
information such that useful insights can be easily obtained. In Chapter 5, we
proposed a new visualization approach. It provides insights into context-related
information by visualizing given log in colorful grid. In each cell of the grid, data
from given log is aggregated and visualized according to which context-related
information in given log wants to be investigated.

As a proof of concept, we have implemented our solutions in the ProM
framework (see Chapter 5). The plugins have been tested using two real life
event and compared with another visualization technique(see Chapter 6). The
evaluation shows that compare to dotted chart, another visualization technique.
Our proposed approach manages to provide a better insights into most of the
context-related information intuitively, also in regards to performance evalua-
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tion our approach has better performance than dotted chart. However, there are
still some weaknesses needs to be addressed. First, context-related information
of social context cannot be captured. Our approach can only analyze a single
process at a time, yet to get social context, all proceses from the same organiza-
tion needs to be taken into account. Second, context-related information can be
interpret subjectively. Thus, knowledge about which and how context-related
information can be derived from given log or added from external sources is
important. Although we have showed that useful insights into given log can be
gained, further investigations involving process owners and process analysts are
still needed.

Third, the current derive internal context has limited option to partition
data from given log.

Improvement in derive internal context can be made by making more options,
for example by partitioning data in hierarchy. Improvement the performance of
the context analyzer can be done by optimizing the arrays, or by changing its
data structure, such that amount of memory needed to visualize context-related
information from log is small.

As future work, it would be interesting to use optional coloring in context
analyzer, attribute sorting in row and column, and advanced grouping option.
This way, it will give user more flexibility in identifying context-related infor-
mation.
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